suggesting the possibility of modeling an SAR's discrete response pattern to a stimulus using 38 a statistically-based method. Urethane-anesthetized rabbit SAR spike trains, in response to 39 repeated 9, 12, and 15 ml lung inflations, were recorded and used to construct model spike 40 trains using K-means clustering. Analysis of the statistics of the responses to different lung 41 inflation volumes revealed that SARs fire with more temporal precision in response to larger 42 lung inflations, as the standard deviations of real spikes clustered around the modeled spike 43 times of responses to 15 ml stimuli were smaller than those produced by 12 or 9 ml, even at 44 the same absolute firing frequencies. This implied that the mechanical coupling of SAR 45 endings with pulmonary tissue is critical in determining spike time reliability. To test this, 46 SAR responses were collected during bronchial constriction and compared with those 47 produced by the same SARs under normal airway resistance, and we found that their firing 48 reliability improved during bronchial constriction. These results suggest that airway 49 distension and mechanical coupling of the receptor endings with the airway wall (partially 50 determined by smooth muscle tone) are important determinants of SAR spike time reliability. 51 52 53 3
Introduction over all others. In the present study, between 60% and 90% of SAR spike trains in a response 164 to the same stimulus contained the same number of spikes per lung inflation, with other spike 165 numbers distributed on both sides of the mode decreasing rapidly to zero within 1 or 2 spikes, 166 as shown in Figure 1 . This implies that it is reasonable to reduce a group of real spike trains 167 to a single representative model spike train that contains the modal spike number (20 in Fig.  168 1). In this representation, the standard deviation (SD) of the SAR response spike times around 169 each model spike time may be used as a measure of the relative consistency of SAR 170 responses to a given lung inflation stimulus. One model spike train containing the modal 171 number of spikes from the set of responses to each of the three (normal airway resistance 172 condition) or two (bronchial constriction condition) stimuli was created for each SAR. 173 In order to create each model, a K-means clustering algorithm (Ball and Hall 1967 ; 174 In order to determine the relationship between inflation volume and spike time 207 reliability across all SARs, SDs were normalized between 0 (minimum SD) and 1 (maximum 208 SD) over all inflation categories within each SAR dataset. These normalized SDs were 209 averaged over all clusters within each individual model (i.e., lung inflation volume), creating 210 three 'average' SDs for each SAR (i.e., one each for the 9, 12 and 15 ml response models), 211 which were used to compare response reliability between different inflation volumes within 212 each SAR. Normalized, average SDs were also averaged over all SARs within each modelcategory to compare 9 vs. 12 vs. 15 ml spike time reliability across all SARs. In addition to 214 TP, its time derivative (dTP/dt) was also calculated and used to assess spike time consistency. 215 T-test statistics were used to compare data with the same number of observations and known 216 normal distributions (e.g., within-model data), while the Welch's t-test was used to compare 217 data with different numbers of observations or unequal variances (e.g., across inflation 218 volumes within the same SAR). 219
Finally, in order to evaluate whether increased firing frequency causes decreases in 220 spike time variability, we analyzed instantaneous firing frequency vs. SD, within each SAR, 221 as follows. Only SDs within the same 5 Hz firing rate band were compared, thereby 222 obviating the need for normalization by firing rate, since similar rates will be limited by 223 approximately equal theoretical SD maxima. For each observation of a 2-or 3-way 224 comparison, the appropriate bin (category) in the histogram of all possible relationships was 225 incremented. For 2-way comparisons, the categories were either 9>12 and 12>9, or 12>15 226 and 15>12, or 15>9 and 9>15. The categories for 3-way comparisons were 9>12>15, 227 9>15>12, 12>15>9, 12>9>15, 15>12>9, and 15>9>12. For each SAR, each histogram bin 228 was expressed as a percentage, and χ 2 tests (with associated P-values) were calculated using 229 the uniform distribution as the "expected" values (see below). In order to provide equal 230 weighting to the distributions for each SAR, percentages of the same observation (e.g., 231 9>15>12) were averaged over all SARs to generate a "global average percentage" for each 232 rank order observation. If firing frequency is the primary determinant of standard deviation 233 of spike times (rather than, say, lung inflation volume), then there should be no preferred rank 234 order (i.e., a uniform distribution in the histogram) at the same firing rate, either for a given 235 SAR or over all SARs. However, if lung inflation volume is the major determinant of the 236 relative size of spike time variability (SD), then at the same firing frequency a statisticallysignificantly non-uniform distribution in the rank order histogram will be apparent, as 238 determined by its χ 2 statistic and P-value. 239
240
Recordings from nineteen SARs (ten high threshold and nine low threshold), each of 242 which were presented with three different inflation volumes under normal airway resistance, 243 were analyzed. Recordings from nine SARs (five high threshold and four low threshold) were 244 analyzed at two inflation volumes, under both normal and bronchial constriction conditions. 245
Under normal conditions, peak expiratory CO 2 averaged (± SD) 5.2 ± 0.21%, 4.7 ± 0.18%, 246 and 3.6 ± 0.19% during 9, 12 and 15 ml inflations, respectively. Changes in expiratory CO 2 247
were not recorded during bronchoconstriction. 248
Stimulus amplitude vs. spike time consistency 249
Figure 2 provides three raster plots consisting of 100 randomly-chosen responses 250 from a high threshold SAR, as well as the corresponding TP stimuli, for each of the three 251 lung inflation amplitudes. The spike times in responses to 15 ml inflations appear more 252 consistent than those in response to 12 ml, which appear more consistent than those in 253 response to 9 ml. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the K-means clustering of the same SAR 254 in Figure 2 . The model spike times (black points) are superimposed on the spike probability 255 histogram (grey; 0.1 ms bins). It is clear from the figure that the 15 ml-evoked response 256 spike times are clustered more tightly around the model spikes than those evoked by the 12 257 ml stimulus, which are tighter than those evoked by the 9 ml stimulus. 258 This figure also illustrates that the magnitude of this latter effect on SD, in absolute terms (ms) 263 is greatest for 9 ml stimuli (note left y-axes values in Fig. 4 ). In 7 of 10 high threshold and 9 264 of 9 low threshold SARs, the average SD of 9 ml inflation was the largest while that of 15 ml 265 inflation was smallest. As Figure 4 also illustrates, the SD trend fluctuates near the TP peak, 266 regardless of inflation volume. Eight of 10 high threshold and 9 of 9 low threshold SARs 267 demonstrated these same fluctuations corresponding TP peaks in response to at least one 268 stimulus amplitude. Figure 5 shows the relationship of spike time SDs vs. dTP/dt for the 269 same SAR as in Figure 4 , and illustrates the overall finding that while SDs increase with the 270 absolute value of dTP/dt, they also briefly increase around the peak (dTP/dt = 0) of the lung 271 inflation stimulus. 272
In order to test whether spike time reliability simply reflects an internal state of the 273 SAR as it fires at different rates (i.e., a 'preferred' firing frequency) rather than in response to 274 different stimulus features, SD vs. firing frequency was compared for the same SAR across 275 inflation volumes. and the distribution of bins in the histogram significantly differs (P = 3.87 x 10 -94 ) from the 285 uniform distribution expected if inflation volume has no effect on spike time variability (grey 286 line). In this case, the SD vs. firing rate data were clustered such that not enough 2-way 287 comparisons were available for statistical significance. Figure 6B shows the average 288 percentage, over all SARs, for each rank order of 3-way comparisons of SDs. For 3-way 289 comparisons, the dominant rank order is 9>12>15, and the only other one occurring at an 290 while all other orders occurred with less frequency. Again, the distribution differed from the 292 uniform distribution in a highly significant manner, as indicated by the χ 2 test (P = 1.27 x 10 -293 24 ). Figure 6C provides a frequency histogram for dominant rank order for 3-way 294 comparisons for all 19 SARs, in which 13 were 9>12>15 and 4 were 12>9>15, and this too 295 varied significantly from that expected if lung inflation played no role in SD (P = 1.46 x 10 -7 ). 296
Thus, the most frequently observed departure from the rule relating smaller SDs to larger 297 lung inflation volumes was between the responses to 9 vs. 12 ml. In two-way comparisons 298 (i.e., cases where only two data points fell with 5 Hz of each other), the SDs of clusters in 299 response to 12 ml inflations were more often larger than those responding to 9ml inflations (P 300 ). 302 threshold (E) SAR. These Hanoi-like representations illustrate the observation that higher TP 305 values and slower rates of change produce lower SDs in spike times, with TP exerting much 306 more influence over absolute spike time reliability than dTP/dt. Over all SARs, 15 ml 307 inflations evoked responses with statistically significantly lower averaged spike time 308 variability (i.e., normalized, averaged SDs; see METHODS for details), than both 12 ml 309 (P<0.05 for 16/19 SARs) and 9 ml (P<0.0001 for 17/19 SARs) inflations (F). Although 310 responses to the 12 ml inflations generally produced lower SDs than responses to 9 ml 311 (P<0.05 for 12/19 SARs), averaged over all SARs these differences were not statistically 312 significant (see Fig. 7 legend). The differences in average SDs between high and low 313 threshold SARs at the same inflation volume were not statistically significant (P-values ofIn order to evaluate the effect of increased SAR ending/pulmonary tissue mechanical 317 coupling, the same analysis methods were applied to the data collected under control vs. 318 elevated airway smooth muscle tone. Figure 8 (A and B) provides an example of the typical 319 alterations in TP waveforms (9 ml inflations) and corresponding spike train responses caused 320 by bronchial constriction. Bronchial constriction invariably altered both the amplitude and 321 time course of the TP waveform, even as the ventilator parameters (e.g., duty cycle, time 322 course) remained unchanged. A direct comparison is shown in Figure 8C . Phase advance in 323 the TP peak was evident in all cases. As the figure shows, the responses under two conditions 324 are also markedly different. Because the airway conducting walls in which the SAR endings 325 lie are less compliant during bronchial constriction, the mechanical threshold for the SAR 326 during lung inflation increased, and its activity persists through lung deflation and below its 327 rising mechanical threshold. Under this condition, the highest firing rate does not 328 corresponding to the TP peak, but instead occurs during "deflation." These phenomena were 329 observed in all five SARs analyzed. Figure 9 shows the typical changes in SAR spike time 330 variability caused by bronchial constriction for one neuron. As the figure shows, bronchial 331 constriction causes a decrease in SD as a function of TP and dTP/dt, in response to either 9 332 (top) or 12 ml (middle) lung inflation volumes. This trend was evident over all SARs, and 333 was statistically significant for both stimuli (bottom; P = 0.015 and P = 0.009 for 9 and 12 ml 334 inflations, respectively). 335
Discussion

337
Our previous study demonstrated that SARs are more likely to fire action potentials at 338 specific times during the lung inflation (Chen et al. 2008) . A more recent study validated that 339 the specific temporal patterns of spikes produced by SARs in response to repeated stimuli 340 carry information not present in the spike count alone (Chen et al. 2010 ). Together, these 341 investigations suggested that it would be possible to summarize an SAR's response using a 342 modeled spike train and to assess response reliability based on deviation from the model, 343
which forms the basis of the analysis in the present study. 344
Principal findings 345
The novel findings of the present study are that: (1) increased spike time reliability in response to these dynamic stimuli is determined by 367 stimulus variables (e.g., slightly larger dTP/dt), rather than by intrinsic firing properties of 368 SARs. Nonetheless, changes in intrinsic biophysical characteristics including, e.g., direct 369 CO 2 -modulation of mechanosensitive ion channel conductances, cannot be definitively ruled 370 out, although this effect has not been reported. 371
Our analysis shows that lung distension amplitude causes changes in spike time 372 variability independent of firing rate (Fig. 6) . Changes in expiratory CO 2 levels do affect the 373 firing frequency of rabbit SARs, as noted by Mustafa and Purves (1972) . According to their 374 findings, the effects on the firing rates of the SARs studied here would be rather modest 375
given the dynamic range in this variable in our experiments (~3.6-5.2%). CO 2 increases such 376 as those we report when changing from 15 to 12 ml, or from 12 to 9 ml inflations, are known 377 that increased mechanical coupling (or dynamics therein) between SAR endings and 385 pulmonary tissue is the dominant factor in determining spike time consistency, regardless of 386 whether it is produced via (dynamics in) mechanical deformation caused by increased 387 inflation volume, or by smooth muscle contraction caused by either CO 2 or direct M 3 receptor 388 activation,. Additional studies will be required to definitively separate the direct (physical 389 distension) from the indirect (CO 2 alteration of smooth muscle tone or ion channel 390 conductance) effects on SAR spike time consistency. 391
Methodological considerations 392
In this study, the K-means clustering algorithm was used to create a single model 393 response which captures the temporal pattern of spikes produced by a given SAR to a 394 repeated stimulus. This method has been used to sort spikes generated by multiunit 395 recordings (Zouridakis and Tam 2000) and to demonstrate multiple distinct response patterns 396 from the same neuron to a given stimulus (Fellous et al. 2004 ). Here, we used the positions 397 of the model spikes as reference points around which SDs of actual spike times were 398 calculated. Depending upon how this method is implemented, bias in SD measures may be 399 produced. In the present study, steps were taken to avoid these problems. For example, 400 responses were included in the analysis as long as they had ≥ K spikes. Responses containing 401 < K spikes were not used, so that the same number of observations included in the SD 402 calculation for each cluster within a given model was the same, and therefore could be 403 directly compared over the course of the response (e.g., thresholds, then they may be recruited in unpredictable ways that might result in higher 435 variability in output at the spike initiation zone of the peripheral axon. We do not know that 436 any of the SARs we analyzed had multiple receptive fields, so it is unclear to what degree 437 these considerations are applicable to the interpretation of our results. Additional studies 438 will be needed to determine how multiple receptive fields affect SAR spike time consistency. 439
Our finding that SAR spike time variability decreases with increases in lung inflation 440 volumes (Fig. 3) , or even as lung inflation increases within a breath (Fig. 4) We found that the effect of dTP/dt on spike time reliability was largest during smaller 451 inflation volumes (Fig. 7) , during which the slower rates of change (dTP/dt) produced a more 452 pronounced effect on absolute SD measures than during larger inflation volumes with higher 453 dTP/dts. In all inflation volumes, the minimum SDs during the stimulus occurred near thereliability would improve with markedly increased inspiratory effort (hyperpnea), while more 462 relaxed breathing (eupnea) would produce more variable SAR spike times. Similar 463 arguments for spatiotemporal integration under these two conditions can be made as those for 464 low vs. high inflation volumes (see above). 465
Finally, we observed an increase in SAR spike time reliability during bronchial 466 constriction compared to resting levels of airway resistance. Presumably, this is due to 467 increased physical coupling between their sensory endings and the airway wall. randomly-selected responses are shown in response to 9 ml (top), 12 ml (middle), and 15 ml 612 (bottom) inflations. Spike times appear more consistent in response to higher (15 ml) than 613 lower (9 ml) inflation volumes. 614 spikes produced in response to 9 ml (asterisks), 12 ml (circles), and 15 ml (triangles) lung 630 inflations. Rectangle outlines three data points within 5 Hz of each other used to populate aAb. Ab: Rank order of 3-way (top) and 2-way (bottom) comparisons of SDs in Aa. 633
Horizontal gray lines indicate levels expected for a uniform distribution, if lung inflation 634 volume has no effect on SD. For this neuron, 2-way comparisons were too rare to generate a 635 distribution that varied significantly from the uniform distribution. B: after converting counts 636 to percentages for each SAR, global average percentages for each rank order are shown, and 637 indicate that the strong preference for the 9>12>15 ml rank order. C: distribution of most 638 frequently occurring rank order for 3-way comparisons over all 19 SARs, once again 639 demonstrating the dominance of the 9>12>15 ml observation. Gray lines in B and C, as in 640
Ab. 641 
